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01 Define your MVP.
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Where does your product start and stop?
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How long will it take to deliver this MVP?
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02 Script your Demo.
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03 Craft your UVP.
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What is success criteria?
1. Just works
2. Always Available
3. Works in the background
4. Automatic
5. In the cloud



Focus on finished story benefit.



Apply the formula.



Channel emotion.



Instant Clarity Headline
End Result Customer Wants + Specific Period of Time + Address 
the Objections 
Examples
- Fresh hot pizza delivered to your door in 30 minutes or it’s free.
- Find your dream job in 60 days.
- Not more numbers, but actionable metrics.





03 Set Pricing.



Should I charge for my 
Minimum Viable Product? 



Should I charge for my 
Minimum Viable Product? It’s embarrassingly minimal.



Should I charge for my 
Minimum Viable Product? Lower sign-up friction.



Your MVP is NOT a half-
baked product.

It’s embarrassingly minimal.



You don’t need a lot of users 
to learn. Just a few good 
customers.

Lower sign-up friction.



Delays validation on one of 
the riskier parts of the 
business model.



Pricing is part of your 
product.



Pricing determines your 
customers.



How to set initial pricing?



Don’t ask customers what 
they’ll pay. Tell them.



It’s not your customer’s job to 
set price.



The fair price for your product 
is usually higher than what 
both you and customer think 
it is.
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Quantify problem          
1. Time and money for  

backup tools
2. High perceived value  

of captured memories



Pricing is a conversation.
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THE MAFIA OFFER THE SMOKE TEST OFFER THE PRE-ORDER OFFER THE FREE COOKIE OFFER



It’s time to act on your big idea.
Validate and grow your business idea with advice from top business model coaches and lean experts.

Ash Maurya | Author, Running Lean | Founder, Spark59 | @ashmaurya 

Life is too short to build something nobody wants…


